
3 Easy Steps

If you prefer, you can print a professional 
color copy at your local print shop on your 
choice of card stock.

We’ve provided the fronts and backs (you 
can print one-sided or two-sided cards). For 
two-sided cards, print the side with the 
clues first. Then, simply re-insert the paper 
into the printer and print the side with the 
Name Dropping logo. Once you’ve printed 
both sides, cut the cards out.

Gather your family & friends, and make 
sure you read the rules thoroughly before 
playing. Then, get ready to have the 
most frustratingly fun time of your lives!

Print
the PDF

Cut the

Cards

Play

1.

2.

3.



To be the team that has correctly guessed the most movie titles.Object

1. Once the teams have been chosen, the Clue Giver on the starting team 
draws a card from the deck. The starting player then looks through the clues 
on the card.

Gameplay

For 4 to 8 players for maximum frustrating fun.

Players split up into teams of two. One player on each team will be the Clue 
Giver and the other will be the Guesser. After splitting up into teams, players 
choose a starting team. The Clue Giver on the starting team will draw the 
first card. 

To play the game, the Clue Givers on each team take turns reading one clue 
aloud while their teammates either pass or guess the titles of the movies. To 
avoid accidentally seeing the clues, the Givers should sit across from the 
Guessers.

Each card pertains to a movie and contains a True Genre® and 6 clues about 
the movie. The clues include 4 actors’ names, 1 fun fact and 1 movie quote. 
Clues are arranged in order of importance.

No movie sequels are included in this deck of cards.

Setup

Teams of two. Set of clues. Who knows who?



2. After silently reviewing the clues, the starting player decides whether to 
read the movie’s True Genre®  (on the top of the card) and first clue aloud or to 
give the card to the Clue Giver on their right without reading anything aloud.

3. If the starting player hands the card to the next Clue Giver, then that team’s 
Clue Giver MUST read the True Genre® (on the top of the card) and first clue 
aloud. Only the starting Clue Giver of each round has the advantage of passing 
over the card without reading a clue aloud.

4. After a Clue Giver has read the movie’s True Genre® and first clue aloud, 
that player’s teammate has the option of either guessing the title of the movie 
or passing. Teams that guess wrong will be out for the round but are not out 
of the game.

5. If the Guesser does not know the title and passes, the card is handed to the 
next Clue Giver, who then reads the second clue aloud. That player’s 
teammate then has the chance to either guess the movie title or pass to the 
next team.

6. The card rotates in this manner from left to right between Clue Givers, with 
each team’s Clue Giver reading the next corresponding clue to their 
teammate, who must then either guess the title of the movie or pass. This 
continues until someone guesses the movie title correctly or the movie card 
becomes a flop.

A card becomes a flop when no player is able to correctly guess the title of 
the movie.

Becoming 
a Flop

A round can end in one of three ways, as follows:
• If one of the Guessers says the movie title correctly during their turn, 
that player’s team wins the card, and all players begin a new round with a 
new movie card. The next team starts the new round. 

• Once a Clue Giver reads the final clue, that player’s teammate MUST 
guess the title of the movie. If the guess is correct, that team gets the 
card. If the guess is incorrect, each team still in the round (teams that 
have not guessed wrong) will have a chance to guess the title of the 
movie. If no one guesses correctly, the card becomes a flop and all players 
begin a new round with a new movie card.

• If only one team is left in the round (because all other teams have 
guessed incorrectly) but there is more than one clue left unread, then the 
Clue Giver may choose any ONE of the remaining clues and read it aloud. 
That player’s teammate MUST try to guess the movie title. If the guess is 
correct, that team wins the card for that round. If the guess is incorrect, 
the movie becomes a flop and all players begin a new round with a new 
movie card.

Note: Once every Clue Giver has had a chance to start a round by 
drawing a movie card, the Clue Givers and Guessers switch roles.

How a 
Round Ends



Players may repeat clues that have already been read.  

If desired, Clue Givers may read movie quotes exactly as they appear in the 
movie, using the same pronunciation, inflection and tone as the character 
who speaks the line. 

If any team makes an incorrect guess before the Clue Giver on their team has 
had a chance to read the clue, the next set of players will be able to read both 
their clue and the clue that was missed. 

Players cannot look up the names of any actors they do not know or ask for 
any information about an actor. Similarly, players cannot share with their 
teammates the names of any other movies an actor has appeared in. The only 
clues a person can share with their teammate are the ones on the card.

In the event of a franchise, Guessers need only say the main title of the movie 
rather than the full title for the guess to be considered correct. For example, 
in the case of Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone, saying “Harry Potter” 
should suffice.

Allowed vs. 
Not Allowed

When deciding whether to guess or pass, keep in mind that the 6 clues on 
each card tend to get easier as they go along, with the first clue typically 
being the hardest and the sixth clue typically being the easiest. The longer a 
round progresses, the easier the clues tend to get. 

The advantage to passing is that the Guessers will be able to hear more clues 
without disqualifying themselves with an incorrect guess. If the other teams 
continue to pass or guess incorrectly, then play could potentially return to 
your team, where you would have the advantage of guessing the movie title 
after having heard more clues. The disadvantage to passing, however, is that 
another team may guess the title of the movie before your team has another 
chance to guess. 

The advantage to guessing is that you can win the card for your team. 
However, guessing incorrectly means your team will be out for that round 
and cannot play again until a new movie card has been drawn. Remember 
that if no one has guessed the movie’s title after the last clue is read aloud, 
then every Guesser still in the round will have one last chance to guess. 

Guessing incorrectly will take your team out of the round, but it will not 
eliminate you from the game — your team will be allowed to resume play 
during the next round, when a new movie card is drawn.

Gameplay 
Tips

After every player has had a chance to be both the Clue Giver and the 
Guesser, all the cards that teams have won are counted. The team with the 
most cards wins. 

In the event of a tie, the teams who tied will play as many rounds as needed 
until one of the teams wins a movie card.

Winning



Q: Why would the first Clue Giver in a round just hand the card to the next 
player without reading the True Genre® and the first clue to her or his 
teammate?

This is a strategic but risky move. Since the first clue is typically the 
hardest one, it is unlikely for a Guesser to know the movie on the first 
clue. Therefore, the Clue Giver who draws the first card of a round may 
choose to hand that card to the Clue Giver on the next team in order to 
give that team the hardest clue and increase the likelihood of the card 
returning on an easier clue. 

Q: What happens if there is only one team left in a round but there are still 
multiple clues left to read?

If this happens, the Clue Giver on the remaining team may choose any 
ONE of the clues left on the card and read it aloud to their teammate. 
The teammate must then guess the title of the movie.

Q: What is a True Genre®?
A True Genre® is a movie genre. However, the Name Dropping™ team has 
taken these genres one step further and made them as specific as 
possible. In this way, the True Genre® acts like an unofficial clue, helping 
to guide the Guessers and making the game more balanced.

Q: What happens if a Clue Giver accidentally says the name of the movie 
title?

The card is officially a flop and a new card is chosen by the next Clue 
Giver to start a new round. 

Q: What happens if a Clue Giver reads a wrong clue?
If a Clue Giver reads the wrong clue, the guesser on that team will not be 
allowed to guess. The card is automatically passed to the next team’s 
Clue Giver, who will then read the clue that was mistakenly skipped 
before their teammate decides whether to pass or play.

If the Clue Giver reads the wrong clue and their teammate guesses 
correctly before they realize the wrong clue was read, the card is 
automatically a flop and no points are awarded. A new round begins 
when the Clue Giver on the next starting team chooses a new card.

Q: What do we mean by the clues being in order of importance?
The actors are in order of how important their characters are to the plot 
of the movie. They are not in order of fame or how they may be credited 
in the movie. The order of where the fun facts and quotes are placed 
depends on whether or not either one is a bigger giveaway than a 
particular actor in the movie.

Q: Is the first clue always the name of an actor?
Yes.

Q: Are the quotes on the cards the most famous lines from each movie?
It depends. If a film doesn’t have a particularly famous quote, then we 
pick one that contains enough context clues to help players guess the 
movie title. However, if a famous quote contains part of the movie title in 
it, then we replace it with another quote from the movie.

Questions & 
Answers



_J L _J L 

WORKPLACE-STRUGGLE COMEDY QUEST-FOR-SEX COMEDY ROMANCE 

A Elizabeth Wilson A RomanyMalco 

R_ Dabney Coleman R_ Paul Rudd 

"Look, I got a gun out there in my purse ... if you ever say another word 
R Catherine Keener 

P=1i about me or make another indecent proposal, I'm gonna get that gun of 
mine, and I'm gonna change you from a rooster to a hen with one shot:' "Yeah, they were nice. You know, like when you grab a woman's breast... 

� 
The country legend who co-stars in this movie was inspired to write the � and it's, and you feel it, and .. .it feels like a bag of sand. When you're 

theme song when the sound of her acrylic nails rubbing together touching it:' 

reminded her of a typewriter. 

Ps fi) 
In one memorable scene in this film, the lead actor had his actual chest hair 

Lily Tomlin waxed. The groans and screams heard in the scene are real. 

A Jane Fonda A Steve Carrell 

9to5 The 40-Year-Old Virgin 

-1 1- -1 1-

_J L _J L 

KOOKY DARK COMEDY FANTASY MINIATURE-HERO ACTION ADVENTURE 

A Judith Malina A David Dastmalchian 

R_ Christopher Lloyd R_ Corey Stoll 

R Raul Julia "This is your chance, a chance to earn back that look in your daughter's 

P=1i eyes to become the hero that she already thinks you are. It's not about 

� 
"Last night, you were unhinged. You were like some desperate howling saving our world, it's about saving theirs:' 

demon. You frightened me. Do it again." In an interview the lead actor stated that when he told his 10 year old son that 

Ps Anjelica Huston � he was playing a super hero his son asked which one. When he told him who it 
was his son unimpressed said "Well, I can't wait to see how stupid that'll be:' 

f§) 
The creator of the' 60s TV version of this movie sued the producers for Ps Evangeline Lilly 
using his ideas, such as one character being a dismembered hand and 
another character being obsessed with blowing up toy trains. A Paul Rudd 

The Addams Family Ant-Man 

7 1- -1 1-

_J L _J L 

WORLDS-COLLIDE ACTION ADVENTURE HEIST ACTION CRIME DRAMA 

A Eiza Gonzalez A Yahya Abdul-Mateen II 

R_ Patrick Wilson R_ Lily James 

The underwater scenes in this film were shot by rigging the actors to 

P=1i 
"In this business, the moment you catch feelings is the moment you 

fJ) harnesses and having crew members in blue suits moving them around catch a bullet:' 
to make it appear as if they were floating. 

"You think you're unworthy to lead because you're of two different 
� 

The producers were unable to secure the rights to the iconic 'Halloween' 

� worlds? But that is exactly why you are worthy! You are the bridge 
mask for one scene in this movie, so they opted to have all three robbers 
wear a Mike Myers Austin Powers mask instead, all with the actor's blessing. 

between land and sea! I can see that now. The onlyquestion is,can you?" 

Ps Ps Amber Heard 
Kevin Spacey 

A Jason Momoa A Ansel Elgart 

Aquaman Baby Driver 

7 1- -1 1-

_J L _J L 

PARENTAL-REBELLION COMEDY UNSEEN CREATURE SCI-Fl HORROR 

A Annie Mumolo A Danielle Macdonald 

The scene where the main characters are in front of a mirror R_ John Malkovich 

fi) discussing male genitalia was inspired by the producer's own 
conversations with her friends. 

R Trevante Rhodes 

P=1i "This bra will be the death of your vagina:· 

� 
After the release of this film people started blindfolding themselves and 
attempting daily tasks with the title of this movie as the hashtag. 

Christina Applegate 
"Listen to me .... We are going on the trip now. It's going to be rough .... lf 

Ps Kristen Bel I � 
you hear something in the woods, you tell me. If you hear something in 
the water, you tell me. But you never ever take off your blindfold. If you 

A 
look, you will die. Do you understand?" 

Mila Kunis 

A Sandra Bullock 

Bad Moms 
Bird Box 

-1 1- -1 1-



_J L _J L 

TRIBAL WARFARE ACTION ADVENTURE PERFECTION-OBSESSED PSYCHOLOGICAL THRILLER 

A Danai Gurira A Ksenia Solo 

fi) 
The language spoken by the tribal characters in this film is known as 

� 
"Perfection is not just about control. It's also about letting go. Su prise 

Xhosa and was spoken by Nelson Mandela. yourself so you can suprise the audience. Transcendence! And very 
few have it in them:· 

PJi 
"Just bury me in the ocean with my ancestors that jumped from the 

R Vincent Cassel ships 'cause they knew death was better than bondage:' 

A Lupita Nyong'o A Mila Kunis 

Ps fi) 
After giving a small interview to Glamour magazine, the main dance 

Michael B. Jordan double in this movie was asked not to give any more interviews to 

R, 
avoid tainting the main actresse's performance. 

Chadwick Boseman 

R, Natalie Portman 

Black Panther Black Swan 

-1 1- -1 1-

_J L _J L 

UNDERCOVER-COP BIOGRAPHICAL COMEDY ERODING RELATIONSHIP ROMANTIC DRAMA 

A Jasper Paakkonen A Ben Shenkman 

R_ Laura Harrier R_ Mike Vogel 

This movie's director wanted his actors to create real memories they 

fJ) 
As of 2019, this movie has the longest one-word title of any film ever 

fJ) 
could call upon for later scenes, so he had them spend a lot of time in the 

nominated for Best Picture. house they shot in. The actors sometimes slept over, decorated the house 
themselves, celebrated birthdays and even cleaned the place. 

� "I believe we can; with the right white man, we can do anything:' "I mean they spend their whole life looking for Prince Charming and then 

� they, then they marry, they marry the guy that's got a good job and is gonna 

Ps Adam Driver stick around:' 

R, 
Ps Michelle Williams 

John David Washington 

R, Ryan Gosling 

BlacKkKlansman Blue Valentine 

-1 1- -1 1-

_J L _J L 

BIOGRAPHICAL NEWS WORTHY DRAMA BIOGRAPHICAL OUTLAWS CRIME DRAMA 

A Liv Hewson A Denver Pyle 

During an interview with some of the real-life women featured in this R_ Gene Hackman 

fi) movie, they discussed how they all cried when watching the scene 
where the three main characters are all in the same elevator. To make the shootout scene look as real as possible, one actor wore a 

PJi 
"Look around snowflake. How do you think I succeeded? How do you fJ) fake scalp to simulate his head being blown off while the actress had 

think a woman gets a prime-time Fox show?" her leg tied to the gear shift of the car so she wouldn't fall out. 

A Margot Robbie � "We rob banks:• 

Ps Nicole Kidman Ps Faye Dunaway 

R, Charlize Theron R, Warren Beatty 

Bombshell Bonnie and Clyde 

-1 1- -1 1-

_J L _J L 

ANTI-WAR BIOGRAPHICAL DRAMA COMEDIC NUPTIALS ROMANCE 

A Caroline Kava A Chris O'Dowd 

Allegedly, this movie's lead actor was planning to use a chemical that 

fi) 
One of this movie's actresses says she based her character's looks and 

fi) 
would temporarily cause paralysis to better understand his 
character's handicap, but fortunately, he ended up finding a safer way 

mannerisms on Guy Fieri, the male host of Diners, Drive-ins and Dives. 

to get into character. 

R R Kyra Sedgwick 
Rose Byrne 

A Willem Dafoe � "Oh you're really doing it aren't ya? You're shitting in the street:' 

� 
"People say that if you don't love America, then get the hell out. Well, I 

Ps Maya Rudolph love America:· 

R, Tom Cruise R, KristenWiig 

Born on the Fourth of July Bridesmaids 

-1 1- -1 1-








